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BACKGROUND

In relation to energy use implied by realised urban development models in Scotland and
other countries, a series of possible positive steps have been identified, which could
improve a host of issues in terms of the delivery of goods and uplift of waste. This
would be achieved by combining different functions, currently not provided for with
optimum efficiency, together in visually and technically elegant solutions.

The issues of goods delivery and waste uplift are identified as:

● Letters often need to be sent to a home address, but require secure delivery
● Parcels delivered are often too big to fit into letter boxes or post boxes
● Letters and parcels are not easily uplifted from residential addresses
● Home food shopping needs the buyer to be at home when it is delivered
● Recycling is often not neatly and conveniently allowed for

PROPOSED SOLUTION

The proposed solution to these multiple problems involves the bringing together of a
number of functions into a single unit which is either built into the fabric of a residential
development, or accommodated within its grounds. The unit functions as a secure
delivery and pickup point. The unit would have multiple compartments, some of which
would be cooled and would function for both delivery and pickup, with the use of either
wireless locking and unlocking or keypad access. The unit would allow a multiplicity of
delivery parties/methods to interface, and thereby lend itself to automated delivery
vehicles, smaller suppliers delivering direct and operators for whom it makes more
sense to deliver at night. This would also allow for a greater frequency of use and the
capacity for specific recycled foodstuff containers to be allocated specific pickup times
(although a certain amount of standardisation of such containers would be required).

There are a number of forms the unit could take which have been explored by the
author and which are illustrated on the following pages. Whilst most of the concepts are
orientated towards single isolated dwellings, solutions to flatted accommodation could
be developed by grouping units in clusters, much in the same way refuse is often
managed for such scenarios.
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STANDARDISED CONTAINERS

Recycling containers as themselves is nothing new, and still takes place, but a more 
powerful manifestation of this could be realised if the containers for foodstuffs and other 
consumables could be standardised across brands, rather than limited to specific types 
within individual companies. This would have a number of benefits:

● The capital cost of packaging for new suppliers would be lowered.
● The reliance on new material would be reduced.
● The amount of plastic waste requiring costly, energy-hungry industrial processes 

would be lowered.

Standardised containers would not necessarily need to be filled to their complete
capacity, indeed it would cut down waste if buyers were able to select the precise 
amount they required for most products, thereby avoiding buying more than they can 
use within the shelf life of the perishable in question. With a large scale suite of 
standardised containers, the energy could be put into tailoring the actual product to the 
customer needs rather than packaging and advertising, resulting in a better customer 
experience, as well as a greatly lowered environmental impact.


